Analysis of laser shock experiments on precompressed samples using a quartz reference and application to warm dense hydrogen and helium
Shock Experiments on Pre-Compressed Fluid Helium

PRE-COMPRESSED HUGONIOT EXPERIMENTS
By pre-compressing a compressible fluid such as helium or hydrogen to several GPa (tens of kilobars) the initial density can be increased substantially. The nature of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations ensures that the higher the pre-compression the lower the internal energy (hence the temperature) at a given density. By measuring a variety of Hugoniots at different initial densities we can probe the P-p-T equation of state more completely than has previously been possible. 1, Figure 1 illustrates this effect for hydrogen at three pre-compressions Po = 1, 5 and 60 GPa. The temperature along these Hugoniots is calculated to vary by over an order of magnitude at a given pressure.
We pre-compressed helium up to 1.25 GPa giving initial densities from 1 to 3.5 times liquid density. We measured the pressure-density-temperature equation of state (EOS) along these Hugoniots up to 200 GPa and 6 eV. 3 All of these measurements were made using crystalline quartz as a reference. In this way, our helium measurements can be updated as the EOS of quartz is improved in the future. Here we report on our quartz reference methods and review the pre-compression methodology.
In particular, using new diamond anvils we have solved severe EMP issues that plagued our earlier measurements and obtain better coupling of DAC samples with a halfraum drive. These improvements are crucial to extending this technique to higher pre-compressions, and to fielding similar experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF). We use a modification of the standard DAC for these experiments with one of the anvils replaced by a thin (100-500 µm) diamond plate (figure 2). The other anvil is 6 mm thick sapphire. Sapphire is used instead of diamond for its superior optical transparency. The sample chamber contained by a hard metal gasket is filled with fluid helium and includes a 20-30 µm thick quartz reference plate and a single ruby chip used to measure the initial pressure. The total sample thickness ranges between 80 and 160 µm depending on the initial pressure. Before the shock enters the helium sample it travels through the quartz reference plate. We measure the velocity of the reflecting shock front in the quartz and helium using a VISAR. 4 Shock speed (Us) and post-shock particle speed (Up) in helium are determined by standard impedance matching methods. The reflectivity of helium is referenced to the reflectivity measured by Hicks et al., 5, 6 in order to account for absorption within the sapphire anvil. Likewise, the temperature in the helium is referenced to the temperature in quartz. Referencing the reflectivity and temperature to quartz is necessary because the DAC contains several potentially limiting apertures, and the transmittance of the sapphire anvil is uncertain during the shot (figure 3). The phase of the VISAR fringes in figure 4a are proportional to the shock velocity because the shock front is reflecting in both the quartz and the helium. The proportionality constant for quartz and helium is simply given by the refractive index of each medium prior to shock compression. The thermal emission (figure 4b) is used to determine temperature, 7 assuming a wavelength-independent emissivity (grey-body model) obtained from reflectivity derived from the VISAR analysis. Figure 5 shows time-integrated optical photographs of two different shots conducted at the Omega Laser Facility at the University of Rochester. The bright plasma plume (left side of figure 5a, upper left of figure 5b) is emitted from the diamond ablator driven by the Omega laser beams. The visar imaging telescope is shown in the lower right of figure 5b. These shots were often accompanied by large amounts of high-energy x-rays (>100 keV), and electro-magnetic pulses (EMP) causing electrical interference with streak cameras, computers, and electronic motors. In order to support the thin diamond plate used for ablation the tungsten-carbide backing plate for our initial DAC design requires a relatively steep full angle of 80° and a 0.5 mm cylindrical countersink (figure 6a). This cylindrical hole acts as a hohlraum that fills with a plasma that stagnates on the symmetry axis and heats up to high local temperatures within about a nanosecond (figure 6b). We believe that this stagnating plasma, possibly interacting with the drive laser, is the source of the observed EMP. This interpretation is supported by subsequent experiments in which we employed the newly-developed Boehler-Almax diamond-anvil / tungsten-carbide support design shown in figure 6c. These new diamond anvils have three important advantages for us. The more efficient support of the anvil allows shallower full angle of 110° or even 136° so we can field more than twice as many drive lasers as before. The shallow angle also enables better coupling of a halfraum to the diamond ablator. Finally, the design of the anvil eliminates the cylindrical cavity adjacent to the diamond ablator. The shallow angle apparently serves to direct the plasma plume away from the diamond plate so that no stagnating plasma is present in the experiment and no EMP is generated (figure 6d). Using this new anvil design we are able to field more than twice as many drive lasers with no electronic side effects or detectable EMP. generated very large EMP due to plasma stagnation. The new design using Boeher-Almax anvils eliminates the plasma stagnation and the associated EMP. Figure 7 shows the pressure-density results for helium pre-compressed between 1 and 3.5 times liquid density (pressures of 0.11 and 1.25 GPa). For the lowest precompression the maximum compression is higher than for the higher precompressions. 3 This trend is reflected in both the Saumon-Chabrier-van Horn (SCVH) chemical model 8 as well as ab-initio path-integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) simulations. 9 The SCVH model agrees with our data somewhat better than the PIMC simulations. Finally, the temperatures extracted for helium from the SOP, are in good agreement with both the SCVH model and the PIMC simulations. 
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